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Concepts addressed: 

Language Arts  
 
The Genres of Children's Books and Children's Literature  
  
In the field of Children's Literature, an understanding of the genres used in creating books for 
children is an important component in developing an overview and understanding the variety of 
books and literature available for children of all ages.  
The most commonly identified (Huck, Hepler, Hickman, Kiefer, 1997) genres for children are the 
following:  

o Picture books  
o Picture story books  
o Traditional literature  
o Historical fiction  
o Modern fantasy  
o Contemporary realistic fiction non-fiction or informational books biography  
o Poetry  

 
Most of the genres can be subdivided in a variety of categories. For example, within the genre of 
picture books, there are:  

o Alphabet books  
o Counting books 
o Mother Goose books  
o Nursery rhyme books  
o Simple concept books  
o Wordless books  
o Nearly wordless books  
o Toy books 

 
Historical Fiction  
The genre of historical fiction of children's literature includes stories that are written to portray a time 
period or convey information about a specific time period or an historical event. Usually the event or 
time period is about 30 years in the past. In historical fiction, setting is the most important literary 
element. As the author is writing about a particular time in history, the information about the time 
period must be accurate, authentic, or both. To create accurate and authentic settings in their books, 
authors must research the time period thoroughly. They must know how people lived, what they ate, 
what kinds of homes they had, and what artifacts were a common part of their lives.  
 
Historical fiction books, whether they are picture books, transitional books, or novels, may have 
characters who are either imaginary or who actually lived during the time period. Settings also may 
be real or imaginary. The plot events may be documented historical events or they may be fictional. 
If they are fictional, it means that the author created the events for the telling of the story. The 
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fictional characters, settings, and plot events must be portrayed authentically as if they actually could 
have happened.  
 
Traditional Literature  
Traditional literature is defined as that literature which came to us from the oral tradition of times 
past when stories were told from adult to adult and, sometimes, from adult to child, as part of each 
day's activities. The stories were often only for purposes of entertainment, but sometimes they were 
for purposes of instruction as well.  
Traditional Literature includes the following types of literature:  

o Folk Tales  
o Fables  
o Myths  
o Legends  

 
Each of these came from the oral tradition of storytelling and then later was written down by 
someone who wanted either to study the language of the story or to preserve the story for future 
generations. The Grimm brothers, Jakob and Wilhelm, were instrumental in writing down, and thus 
preserving many folktales, which are commonly known in our culture.  
 
Modern Fantasy 
Modern fantasy is a broad genre with many types of books included in its spectrum. For many young 
readers, it will be easy to help them recognize at least one category of the fantasy genre by simply 
saying Harry Potter. The Harry Potter books fit well within the modern fantasy genre. Other books 
that fit this genre are The Giver by Lois Lowry and the classic Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L 
'Engle.  
 
The genre is often characterized by its use of time travel, or imaginary beings from other planets, or 
animals that talk.  


